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WATCHERS 

 Watchers are used for two reasons; one, to communicate/spy, and one to attract 
and invite in evil spirits. Totem poles, wind chimes (sound to invite evil spirits in), statues, 
idols, etc., are commonly used to invite the evil spirits in, very similar to the Halloween 
idea.  
 Tattoos act as watchers on people, and must be removed at whatever cost. 
 The purpose of occult drawings is to attach demons to a particular place. Through 
the drawing, demons are attached to the site of the graffiti. Ezekiel explains his 
experience with such occult graffiti in Ezek. 8:9-10 "And He said to me, “Go in and see 
the wicked abominations that they are committing here.” So I entered and looked, and 
behold, every form of creeping things and beasts {and} detestable things, with all 
the idols of the house of Israel, were carved on the wall all around.”  These drawings 
are very dangerous, because they allow demonic surveillance over a particular area. 
These familiar spirit demons can actually be placed on or in almost any object, including 
pets, homes, graffiti, art, etc. Witches can place a “watcher” demon in a specific spot, and 
then go there when they wish, and receive the information about what went on in that spot 
at a particular time. It is, you might say, like having a “private eye” watching secretly from 
a distance, using surveillance cameras and phone bugs.  
 These drawings come in various shapes and sizes, but always have one thing in 
common. They all contain “eyes”, or at least one eye; these eyes are symbolic of the 
surveillance technique of the demonic, and are a secret sign to all those involved in the 
occult. Most people who see these “watchers,” just think it’s a kind of art or sick graffiti, 
and don’t pay much attention to them. That is exactly what the Satanists want you to 
think.  
 It is very common to have watchers involved in gang related graffiti, allowing the 
gang members, who are part of the Brotherhood, to know when other gang members are 
in their turf. This gives them the opportunity to keep ahead of their adversaries, and deal 
with them accordingly.  
 Many occult drawings are placed on dedicated territory of Satan. It is possible to 
remove the demons placed in the drawings depending on many factors. The best way to 
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remove the demons from these graffiti paintings are to anoint them with holy oil, and 
command the demons to be gone. This must be done by a Believer with the power and 
authority of Yahveh. In cases where possible, the drawings should be painted over after 
anointing. 
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